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1 Overview and system requirements 

Overview 

The purpose of this manual is to guide users through the PTV Visum 16 installation 
process. After installation take a look at OVERVIEW_VISUM16.PDF in the Visum DOC folder. 
This document highlights the new features of PTV Visum 16. 

Requirements 

1. PTV Visum 16 is supported on Microsoft Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 / 
8.1 (not Windows RT) and Windows 10, Windows 2008 Server, windows 2012 
Server (R2) both, 32bit and 64bit. 

2. The user must have administrator privileges when installing Visum. If you are 
uncertain of your user level, check the User Accounts in the Control Panel or 
contact your administrator. 

3. The license activation procedure usually requires an internet connection.(see 
section 4) 

4. A current version of the firmware must be installed on the dongle. An internet 
connection is required for updating the firmware. 

5. The minimum screen resolution to run Visum is 1024 x 768. 

6. Hardware requirements and recommendations: 

 Dongle Protection: One fully functional USB Port or access to network license server 

 Minimum system requirements: 

 Processor with support for SSE3, e.g. at least Intel Pentium 4, Intel Core, 
AMD Athlon 64 or AMD Opteron 

 1 GHz processor (CPU) speed 

 512 MB memory 

 1 GB free hard drive space (compact installation) 

 Recommended System Requirements: 

 2 GHz (or higher) processor (CPU) speed or more recent multi-core processor, 
e.g. Intel Core i7-4790 or Intel Core i7-6700K 

 16 GB RAM 

 2 GB free hard drive space (full installation) 

 Sufficient hard drive capacity (possibly on SSD) for project data 
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2 Step by step setup 

Before you start 

1.  It is highly recommended that you close all other applications before the installation. 

2. Please make sure you received a CodeMeter dongle for the management of your Vision 
Traffic Suite licenses and have this at hand. 

3. Please make sure you received an e-mail with the ticket code for retrieving the license 
information and have this at hand 

4. You received the installation media for PTV Visum 16 either on DVD or as a download 
link. If you did not receive an installation DVD, please download the installation files from 
the download link provided in the e-mail or the PTV Download server. 

5. Please read the information about license provisioning in section. Depending on the 
system configuration and the usage scenario it may be appropriate to provide a license 
prior to installing the software (see section 4.4) 

Installation of the software 

1. If you’re installing from DVD, insert the DVD in the drive and the setup will start 
automatically, if not… 

2. Use Windows Explorer to open directory containing the downloaded files. Click on the 
SETUP*.EXE program to begin the installation. Depending on your system , use the Setup 
with either WIN32 or X64 in the file name. 
The following dialog appears.. 

 

3. Select English and click the OK button. 

4. If your system already contains an installation ofPTV Visum 16, you can choose whether 
to replace an existing installation or create a new, additional one. 

 

 Chose one of the existing installation entries in order to replace that installation 

 Chose ‘New installation…’ in order to create a new installation 

http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/php/vision-setups/?lng=en
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5. Press NEXT in the welcome dialog. 

 

6. Accept the general license conditions 

 

7. Select a folder where Visum shall be installed  
In the following dialog, you can select the components of PTV Visum to be installed 

 

8. Use the drop down box to choose between Standard installation, Full installation and 
Compact installation (Note: the Standard installation is recommended). 
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9. Alternatively you can individually select the components be installed: 

 Additional Data: includes symbols free for use with your Visum projects (e.g. US 
state symbols). 

 Junction Preview: provides the functionality for the Vissim preview. 

 Python: installs the programming language Python and complementary libraries. 

 Examples: installs various sample Visum networks and examples for using the COM 
programming interface and the Quickstart Tutorial for getting started.. 

 Documentation: contains all the software documentation, including a document with 
new features of Visum 14 Choose your preferred language for documentation here. 

 Help files: installs the online help files for getting help from within Visum. 
 

 

10. Specify in which folder of the Windows START menu / in which group of the start screen 
the Visum shortcuts shall be placed. By default, a common group is used by all 
programs of the Vision Traffic Suite 

In the following dialog, specify the additional tasks to be performed in the installation 

 

 Select license and force for all system users: If selected, the dialog for selecting 
the license (see step 16) will be launched during the installation. Activate the option, 
in order to enforce the license selection for all users of the system. Deactivate the 
option, in order to allow individual license selecions per user. The license selection 
can also be done after the installation by each user through the license management 
tools in PTV Visum (see section 4.4). 
The option is not selected by default 

 Register as COM-Server: If selected, Visum is registered for automation through 
scripts. The option is selected by default and should usually not be deselected. 

 Associate .ver files as PTV Visum version files: If selected, PTV Visum will be 
registered as the standard application to open .ver-files, e.g. by double click.  
The option is selected by default. 

 Create startmenu links: If selected, links to PTV Visum are created in the 
startmenu. The option is selected by default. 
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 Create shortcut on the desktop: If selected, desktop shortcuts are created for the 
current or all users of the system. This option is not selected by default. 

11. Select the additional actions to be performed in the installation 

12. Follow the instructions of the remaining dialogs to finish the setup. 

Optional installation of Python modules 

13. If you chose to install Python in step 7, the Python installation process starts after the 
regular setup. Continue with step 16 if you did not select to install Python. 

  

6.  

14. Select how Python shall be installed, a folder for Python and the additional components. 
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15. Allow Python a few minutes to complete. Press OK in all the dialogs. 

Finishing the setup process 

You should see the following dialog at the completion of the installation: 

 

16. If the option “Select license” was checked in step 11, the following dialog opens: 
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After a short waiting time, all licenses for PTV Visum 16 found on local dongles or network 
license servers are listed here. 

 Activate the licenses relevant to users of this computer through the checkboxes in 
column “Use license”. 

 Control the priority of license uses through the arrow buttons on the right border. 
Licenses higher in the list will be attempted to be checked-out first.  

For further information on license management, please refer to the manual, chapter 1.3.1. 

17. It is recommended to restart the computer after the installation. 

18. If you installed using an installation DVD, please look for available updates on the PTV 
download area. 

First start of the software 

When the software is started for the first time, eventually some further configuration actions 
might occur for each user. 

1. The files containing the definitions of the special reference systems are copied to the 
user directory, where they can then be edited by the user if required. 

2. In some situations, the license selection dialog (see section 4.4) may appear: 

 If no license was selected during the installation in step 16 and multiple alternative 
licenses are found 

 If no valid license was found 

Choose the license to be used. The selection will be saved and applied for future sessions 
automatically. If just one valid license is found (e.g. when using single seat dongles), this 
will be selected and the dialog is closed automatically. 

3. If the selected license includes the HBEFA module and the HBEFA data package has 
not been installed yet, a message appears. This can be ignored, if HBEFA is not 
required immediately. Else install the HBEFA data package, which can be downloaded 
from the PTV download server.  

Further notes 

During the installation of Visum, required add-on programs (e. g. drivers) will be installed. 
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 Suppress Codemeter setup, if required: The installation of the CodeMeter Runtime Kit 
can be suppressed by setting the registry key (and subsequent removal):  
[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\CurrentVersion\Image File Execution 
Options\CodeMeterRuntime32.exe] "Debugger"="C:\\WINDOWS\\system32\\cmd.exe /c dir" 

 Set up of write permissions: In case AllUsers\AppData is write protected, an exception 
must eventually be defined for: C:\DOCUMENTS AND SETTINGS\ALL 

USERS\DOCUMENTS\VISUM\VGA.CFG.  
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3 Getting started with PTV Visum 16 

Example files 

 If you are new to Visum, take a look at the Quickstart tutorial in the folder 
C:\USERS\PUBLIC\DOCUMENTS\PTV VISION\PTV VISUM 15\QUICKSTART TUTORIAl. The tutorial 
can also be opened from a running Visum through the menu 
HELPEXAMPLESQUICKSTART. With the help of two example projects, the core 
functionalities of the software are explained step by step (Note: the Quickstart tutorial is 
only available if you chose to install the Documentation in step 8).  

 Explore the examples and short tutorials in the folder C:\USERS\PUBLIC\DOCUMENTS\PTV 

VISION\PTV VISUM 16. This folder can also be opened from a running Visum through the 
menu HELPEXAMPLESOPEN EXAMPLES folder. The demonstrated functionalities are 
explained in the file README_EXAMPLES_ENG.PDF. 

Documentation 

 Visum manuals can be found in the DOC folder of the installation on your hard drive. If 
the default settings were used in the installation, the manual (fundamentals and user 
manual) is in C:\PROGRAM FILES\PTV VISION\ PTV VISUM 

16\DOC\ENG\PTVVISUM15_MANUAL.PDF. 

 The manual is also available as an online help accessible in the Visum menu and 
directly from many dialogs. 

 OVERVIEW_VISUM16.PDF describes the most important new features. 

 The reference for Visum’s COM programming interface is contained in the online help. 
If you installed the examples in step 8, you will find an introductory text and example 
COM files in the folder C:\USERS\PUBLIC\DOCUMENTS\PTV VISION\ PTV VISUM 16\COM.  

 OVERVIEW_CODEMETER.PDF provides information about the hardware key. Please 
consult these documents if you have any problems with your hardware key. 

Service packs 

 A service pack provides you with all up-to-date data files. At the same time, bugs will be 
fixed and new functionalities will be added. 

 Just sign up for the free automatic notification on new service packs: 
http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/cgi-bin/en/traffic/visum_download.pl 

 Get new service packs from our web server. Choose the service pack which matches 
your system, either win32 for 32 bit systems, or x64 for 64 bit systems. 

 To install a service pack, start the file UPDATE*.EXE with a double-click. 

 Afterwards, choose the installation to which the service pack shall be applied. 

http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/cgi-bin/en/traffic/visum_download.pl
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4 License provisioning 

4.1 Overview 

The licenses required for using the software are maintained on a USB-dongle called 
CodeMeter, provided by WIBU Systems AG. The software CodeMeter Runtime KIT is 
required for using the dongle. The software version used by the products oft he Vision 
Traffic Suites is usually installed automatically. For further information, please refer to the 
document OVERVIEW_CODEMETER.PDF in the DOC folder.  

The license controls the following aspects 

 Licensed product, product variant and eventually release version 

 Licensed add-on modules and extensions 

 Number of users and eventually additional settings on number of instances, 
common usage in software packages etc. 

 Maximum network size 

 Available languages 

 Usage period 

 Allowance of upgrade to succeeding versions 

Furthermore, the license data contains information such as customer name, maintenance 
period, the responsible sales/support partner and eventually other information. The licenses 
for products of the Vision Traffic Suite are usually perpetual (if no other arrangements exist) 
and allow the usage of the licensed product version and all service packs / updates 
released for this version. If a maintenance contract is in place, software versions released 
during the runtime of the maintenance contract and the respective service packs may also 
be used. Therefore, in this case PTV will provide new license data covering the new version 
with each software release (usually annually). 

There are two options available for provisioning the licenses: 

 Single seat licenses 
The dongle is attached directly to the computer hosting the application software. It 
provides licenses for using a bounded number of instances of one or multiple 
products of the Vision Traffic Suite on this computer through a single user at a time. 
The license can be shifted to another computer (e.g. Laptop) by plugging the dongle 
into that machine. This provisioning mode does not require a permanent network 
connection. Such licenses can NOT be used in remote desktop sessions. Virtual 
machines with explicit association of the USB port carrying the dongle are 
supported, though. 

 Network / floating / concurrent licenses 
The dongle is attached to a license server, which can be a dedicated license server 
or a normal computer also running the application software. Using network licenses, 
multiple users in the company network can use a certain number of instances per 
user of one or multiple Vison Traffic Suite products simultaneously. The licenses are 
checked-out when the application starts and returned when it is closed. Thus, 
concurrent usage of the same license through multiple users is possible. Licenses 
must be prepared specifically for usage as network licenses. A permanent network 
connection between license server and application computer is required. Network 
license may be used in Remote Desktop sessions.  
For specific technical aspects of this provisioning mode please refer to 
OVERVIEW_CODEMETER.PDF in the DOC folder 
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4.2 Installation of the dongle 

If you’re using Vision Traffic Suite products fort he first time, you will receive a CodeMeter 
dongle not containing any product licenses by mail. Elseways, all licenses for Vision Traffic 
Suite products can be maintained on the existing dongles. It’s possible to use multiple 
dongles and/or multiple license servers in parallel. 

Please connect the dongle properly to the computer. For further information on dongle 
installation, please refer to OVERVIEW_CODEMETER.PDF in the Doc folder.  

4.3 Activation and update of licenses 

New or updated license data is transferred to the dongle through an activation procedure.  

Whenever a license is issued or changed, the contact person in your company will receive 
an e-Mail containing a ticket code (e.g. A43UT-PMXRC-43D76-KF3AH-Y5GDQ). In the 
online activation procedure, this ticket is used to retrieve the new license data from the PTV 
license activation server <http://activate.trafficsoftware.ptvgroup.com> and transfer it to the 
dongle. 

Each ticket can usually be activated only once. In some cases, multiple equivalent licenses 
(for different dongles) are covered by the same license number. In these cases the ticket 
can be activated multiple times on different dongles. The total an remaining number of 
activations are displayed during the activation process. Such tickets shall not be activated 
multiple times on the same dongle, as this will cause problems when running the software. 

Please keep the ticket code. It can later be used to remove invalid licenses from a dongle 

(see 4.3.5) . 

With the initial activation of a license, the license is bound to the dongle used in this 

process. Successive license updates to the same license can only be applied on this 

dongle. For licenses with maintenance contract, PTV usually binds the license to a specific 

dongle in advance. On other dongles, the activation process will then fail. 

4.3.1 Requirements and preparation 

Depending on the system configuration, some preparations need to be taken and the  
activation process can be performed in different ways: 

 Usually, the dongle should be attached to the computer which is used fort he 
activation process. If this is not the case, proceed as described in section 4.3.4. 

 The firmware on the dongle should be up-to-date, the minimum required version is 
1.18. An automatic update of the dongle firmware is triggered during the installation. 
This may fail e.g. due to problems with the internet conncetion, but usually this will 
not affect the operation of the software. You can also check the firmware version in 
the CodeMeter Control Center and manually invoke the update (requires internet 
connection) from there.  
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 The CodeMeter Runtime Kit (version 6.20 or newer) must be installed on the 
computers used for hosting the dongle and for activating licenses. This happens 
automatically in the installation process described in section 2. When the license 
shall be provisioned as a network license (see section 4.3.3), the installation of the 
CodeMeter Runtime Kit should be done through the separate installation package 

“PTV Vision Traffic License Server Setup.exe” – even if PTV Visum 16 

has already been installed before. This can be downloaded from the PTV download 
server..  

 An internet connection is required. If the computer has no connection to the internet,  
proceed as described in section 4.3.4.  

4.3.2 Procedure for provisioning a single seat license 

1. Install the software as described in section 2. In step 11 Leave the option for 
selecting a license not selected 

2. Use a web browser to navigate to 
http://activate.trafficsoftware.ptvgroup.com/index.php?lang=en. A website for 
starting the activation process will open. 

 

 

http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/php/vision-setups/?lng=en
http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/php/vision-setups/?lng=en
http://activate.trafficsoftware.ptvgroup.com/index.php?lang=en
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3. Please enter or paste the ticket code from the e-mail and click on „Next“ 

4. An overview of the tickets to be activated is displayed. In case of new licenses, only 
the provided ticket will be activated. But if the provided ticket involves an update of 
a previous license (e.g. for a new maintenance period), available older or younger 
updates from other tickets will eventually also be applied in order to bring the 
license to the latest state. The overview page lists all tickets in their order, with the 
provided one highlighted in bold. If the ticket contains licenses for multiple dongles, 
also the total and remaining numbers of licenses are displayed: 

 

5. The product licenses contained in the ticked can be listed by on the symbols: 

 

6. Check the contents of the license and click on „Activate licenses“ to proceed  
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7. Choose the local dongle to which the licenses shall be transferred. When updating 
already activated licenses, this must be the the dongle used fort he initial activation.  

8. Confirm by clicking „Activate Licenses now“ 

9. The license data is retreived and transfered to the dongle. The license is avalilable 
for usage immediatly after the process completes. 

 

10. The activation process is thereby finished.  
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11.  

4.3.3 Procedure for providing a network license 

In this case, the CodeMeter Runtime Kit must be installed on the system and 
configured for network license server operation. Install the separate installation 

package “PTV Vision-Traffic-License-Server”, which is available from the 

PTV download server. Then proceed with the license activation as described in section 
4.3.2. The license activation must be done on the license server computer, having the 
target dongle installed. If the computer can not be accessed physically, this can be 
done through a Remote Desktop session. If the computer is not connected to the 
internet, please proceed as decribed in section  4.3.4.   

4.3.4 Procedure for offline activation for license hosts without internet 
connection 

In certain situations, e.g. when a dongle is hosted in a secured data center, the license 
server may not have a direct internet connection. Thus, the online activation can not be 
performed and an alternative offline process must be conducted instead. This requires a 
second computer with internet connection. The dongle does not tob e plugged to another 
machine and can remain on the license server. No physical access to the license server is 
required as the process can be performed through a Remote Desktop Services connection. 

The process involves the following general steps: 

 Generation of a license request file (.WIBUCMRAC) on the license server 

 Activation of the license into a license update file 

 Import of the license update file to the dongle 

 Acknowledgement of the license activation through a receipt file 

These steps require successive actions on the two systems. Please follow this procedure: 

1. Create a context file on the license server when the dongle is attached.  

2. Open the CodeMeter Control Center through the Windows start menu.  

 

http://cgi.ptvgroup.com/php/vision-setups/?lng=en
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3. On the page „License“ click on „License update“. This starts the CmFAS assistant. 
Skip the first page with next. The following dialog shows. 

 

4. Choose the option „Create license request“ and click on „Next“. 

 

5. All CodeMeter dongles provided by PTV are populated with a base license of PTV, 
the Firm Code which acts as the container for all product licenses. Therefore, select 
„Extend existing license“ and click on „Next“. 

 

6. Select the producer „PTV AG (100321)“ and proceed with „Next“. 
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7. Select a suitable path and click on „Commit“ to genereate the context file. 

8. Use network shares, e-mail or a USB flash drive to transfer this file to a computer 
with CodeMeter Runtime Kit installed and internet access.  

9. On that computer, open the web site of the PTV license activation server, e.g. using 
the link provided in the e-mail with the ticket code. The web wizard for license 
activation opens in a browser window.  

 

10. Enter or paste the ticket code from the e-mail and click on „Next“. 

11. An overview of the tickets to be activated is displayed. In case of new licenses, only 
the provided ticket will be activated. But if the provided ticket involves an update of 
a previous license (e.g. for a new maintenance periode), available older or younger 
updates from other tickets will eventually also be applied in order to bring the 
license to the latest state. The overview page lists all tickets in their order, with the 
provided one highlighted in bold. If the ticket contains licenses for multiple dongles, 
also the total and remaining numbers of licenses are displayed:: 
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12. Click on „Activate licenses“ to proceed. The following page shows: 

 

13. Cick on „Offline license transfer“. The following pages guide through the process.  
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14. Select the license request file created in step 7 using the „Browse“ button. 

15. Click on “Upload Request and Continue Now“. A license update file will be created.  

 

16. Click on „Download License Update File now“. The license update file will be 
downloaded to your download folder.  

12. Keep the browser window open! 

17. Transfer the license update file to the license server through network share, e-mail 
or USB flash drive. 

18. Start the CodeMeter Control Center and the CmFAS assistant on the license server 
again as in steps 2+3. Alternatively, you can just Drag&Drop the license update file 
onto the CodeMeter Control Center. Then continue with step 22.  
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19. Select the option „Import license update“ and click on „Next“. 

 

20. Select the license update file and click on „Next“. 

21. The license information is transfered tot he dongle. 

To finish the process, the application of the license must be acknowledged to the PTV 
license activation server. This requires generating a receipt file and transferring it to the 
PTV licens activation server.. 

22. Start the CodeMeter Control Center and the CmFAS assistant on the license server 
again as in steps 2+3.  

 

23. Select the option „Create receipt“ and click „Next““ 
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24. Save the receipt file to a suitable location by clicking „Confirm“. 

25. Transfer the receipt file to the computer used for steps 9 etc. using a network 
share, e-mail or USB flash drive On the web page still opend there from step 16 
click on “Next” 

 

 

26.  Select the receipt file from step 24 using the „Browse“ button. 

27. Click on „Upload Receipt now“ 

.  

28. The offline activation procedure is thereby complete! 
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4.3.5 License removal 

In certain situations it might be required to remove an activated license from a dongle, 
e.g. if the wrong dongle was used accidentally. Insuch cases, proceed as follows:  

1. Connect the dongle containing the license to be removed to your computer 

2. Start the activation process as described in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3. Enter the ame ticket 
code as used for the activation of the license. 

3. In the ticket overview, click on “Re-host licenses” 

4. The product licenses to be returned are listed 

 

5. Click on “de-activate licenses now” 

6. After completing the process, the license can be activated on another dongle by 
following the process described in 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 

 

4.4 License selection and pre-configuration 

Generally, a software installation of PTV Visum 16 is not linked to a specific license,but 
allows the user to switch between different available licenses. The dialog for selecting a 
license can be opend e.g. through HELPLICENSELICENSE MANAGEMENT. 
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The upper part “sections” - which is hidden by default – contains a list of the known license 
servers from the CodeMeter search list and their status. The lower part ‘Licenses’ displays 
a list of the know licenses with detailed information. By clicking on the plus signs, the 
modules contained in each license can be displayed. If set, a time period restriction is 
displayed. If the end of the time period is near or exceeded, this I indicated by yellow or red 
markings. If the license information is displayed in greyed text, this indicates cached data 
which may be outdated. Press ‘refresh all licenses” in order to update the data – it is then 
displayed in black. But usually, the data is automatically updated after changes to a license 
on a dongle. Invalid or unavailable licenses are displayed with red text. They can be 
deleted from the list permanently using the button “Delete from list”. 

If the option ‘Check out automatically, if possible’ is active, the first available – of the 
licenses selected in the lower part – following the same order – is used and the application 
starts directly. If the option is not active, or if no license is selected or no license is 
available, the dialog will be shown again before the application is started in order to let the 
user chose an alternative license. 

Furthermore, it opens when one of the selected license has changed, so it might be 
unsuited for the project work. If only one valid license can be found locally and in the 
network (e.g. in pure single seat environments), the dialog will not be shown and this 
license is used automatically. 

 

4.4.1 License selection 

The checkboxes on the left allow to select licenses for usage, the sorting buttons on the 
right serve to define the priority of the selected licenses. If the first selected license is not 
available when the software start, the second one wil be tried and so on. 

The settings done in the license management dialog are saved in the user folder in the file 
licenses.data. 
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4.4.2 System-wide license selection 

In addition to this user-specific license selection, systemwide configuration can be defined 
(e.g. for operation in a Remote Desktop Services environment). Changing systemwide 
settings requires administrative user rights. Use the program “PTV Visum License 
Manager”, which is accessible through the start menu – for managing systemwide settings. 

These are stored in the file %ProgramData%\PTV Vision\PTV Visum 

16\licenses.data . If this file exists, the settings defined there are enforced for all users 

and no individual license configuration is possible. Use the button "D“lete stored license 
list” in order to reset the central settings and allow individual license configuration by the 
users again. The systemwide configuration can also be activated during the software 
installation. This is achieved by selecting licenses already during the installation process 
(section 2) in step 16. Of course, this requires an activated license to be available during 
the installation.  
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5 Installing Visum in the background 

Install Visum in the background (Silent-Installation) 

Especially if you want to install Visum on multiple computers in a network environment, it is 
useful to run the installation automatically (the so-called Silent-Installation). The installation 
is then carried out in the background, that means no dialogs appear during the installation, 
which would demand any user interaction. Proceed as follows if for a silent Visum 
installation: 

1. Start the installation of Visum on the command line by using the following 
parameters (if necessary adjust the name of the setup to the name of your setup file 
name): 

SETUP_VISUM_16X-XX_WIN32_FULL.EXE /SAVEINF="SETUP.INF"  

2. The installation of Visum is now carried out as described in chapter 2: dialogs are 
shown in which you can make the settings for your installation. For those settings, a 
protocol is recorded into the file SETUP.INF. A Silent-Installation carried out 
afterwards can make the necessary settings according to this file, so that no user 
interaction is necessary. 

3. The Silent-Installation is called via the command line as follows: 

  SETUP_VISUM_16X-XX_WIN32_FULL.EXE /SILENT /LOADINF="SETUP.INF" 

Please consider the following when installing VISUM silently: 

 The license pre-selection as described in installation step 16 can not be done. If 
multiple licenses are available, users may have to choose the license to be used on first 
start. 

 Due to licence reasons, the Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 can not be installed in a 
Silent-Installation. You have to install it separately on each computer where you want to 
use Visum. 

Further options for the installation 

 /SILENT: 
When Setup is silent, the wizard and the background window are not displayed, but the 
installation progress window is displayed. Error messages during installation are 
displayed. 

 /VERYSILENT: 
When a setup is very silent the wizard, the background window and the installation 
progress window are not displayed. Error messages during installation are displayed. 

 /NORESTART: 
Instructs Setup not to reboot even if it is necessary. 

 /NOCANCEL: 
Prevents the user from cancelling during the installation process, by disabling the 
CANCEL button and ignoring clicks on the CLOSE button. 

 /LOADINF="filename": 
Instructs Setup to load the settings from the specified file after having checked the 
command line (don't forget to use quotes if the filename contains spaces). 

 /SAVEINF="filename": 
Instructs Setup to save installation settings to the specified file (don't forget to use 
quotes if the filename contains spaces). 

Additional command line parameters are described in the documentation of the InnoSetup-
Engine under: http://www.jrsoftware.org/ishelp 
(Keyword: Other Information -> Setup Command Line Parameters; not all parameters are 
necessarily available in the Visum Setup) 

http://www.jrsoftware.org/ishelp
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6 Troubleshooting and further information 

If Visum does not start … 

If you have any problems installing Visum, please contact our Customer Service at: 

 
support.us@ptvgroup.com       (North American users) 
customerservice@vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com  (All other users) 

 

with the following information: 

 Your organization or company name. 

 Your hardware key number (see OVERVIEW_CODEMETER.PDF for further information). 

 The error message (ex. "CodeMeter API Error Code 212") being displayed. 

 CmDust report (START -> ALL PROGRAMS -> CODEMETER -> TOOLS -> CMDUST) 

Further sources of information 

Please visit our website at: 

 http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-uk/home/ 

 

Special pages of interest include: 

 

For all Visum users: 

 VISUM page: http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-uk/products/ptv-visum/ 

 Training page: http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-uk/training-support/training/ 

 Frequently Asked Questions: http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-uk/training-
support/support/ptv-visum/faqs/ 

For North American VISUM users: 

 VISUM page: http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-us/products/ptv-visum/ 

 Training page: http://vision-traffic.ptvgroup.com/en-us/training-support/training/ptv-
visum-courses/ 
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